
Loud and Proud Teak Laminates by Greenlam Industries

Electric Blue and Buoyant Teak
Price: On request
EleElectric Blue and Buoyant Teak Laminates from the house of Greenlam Industries Ltd. is a masterpiece in itself – 

adding a pinch of timeless elegance and grandeur to your house with its detailed texture. The distinctive shade 

of blue evokes a sense of royalty which is enhanced by its classic wood nish. Whether your home is 

contemporary or traditional, there is always room for a burst of colour that will lend it a cheerful feel. Regal 

colours such as royal blue, emerald green and burgundy are the go-to colours to amp up the glam quotient of 

any living space. This season calls for a larger than life celebration, therefore, go all out with this regal laminate.

Wave Chevron
Price: On request
WWave Chevron by Decowood Veneers from the house of Greenlam 

Industries Ltd. is a beautiful wall veneer with natural textures of wood 

which stand apart from the rest of the décor. The zig-zag patterns 

make for a perfect element for that touch of sophistication to any 

room, be it the bedroom, your workspace or your living area. Add 

some white linen curtains and pleasant light-coloured furniture to 

enhance these chevron patterns and make a bold style statement. This 

season is all about details! season is all about details! Add jewel tones to create a sense of drama 

with this quintessential patterned veneer.
Oak Sea Mist + Oak Winter

Price: On request
Oak Oak Sea Mist + Oak Winter from Herringbone Twine collection by 

Mikasa premium engineered wooden oors from the house of 

Greenlam Industries Ltd. brings to you a monochromatic chequered 

ooring which brings any space to life. Its high-end aesthetic will 

make your furniture look remarkably unique. The classic shades of the 

brown, large-scale chequered oor is an all-time design favourite 

which shouts out loud and bold in every way. Keep the décor 

minimalist minimalist yet classy by opting out for light coloured earthy décor 

pieces to balance the setting of the room. Knitting pleasant shades 

such as grey, blue, and cream together, along with the textured oor 

creates a seamless and effervescent ambience for your room. This 

season go for patterned ooring which will be your perfect 

companion to make your room create a statement.
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